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THE RIGHT TRAINING FOR THE RIGHT TIME.

VALUE

VERSATILITY

VIRTUAL

Fits your training budget

Tailored to fit your needs

Bring everyone together

Why do some organizations sit on the leading edge of
innovation while others sit on the sidelines? The secret isn’t
what they know – it’s what they share. Innovation thrives
when teams tear down the silos that create friction and
make connection their competitive advantage.

SUMMARY

This training offers an evidence-based look at how companies
thrive as “silo breakers” – first, by understanding how silos
form, then by taking the necessary steps to overcome them.
Learn relevant and research-based strategies that foster
collaboration and information sharing. Master the mind-sets
and methods that deepen connections to customers, partners,
vendors, and open resources.
Packed with silo-breaking examples and strategies, this
training will help leaders at all levels rally their entire team to
deliver exceptional customer engagement and experience.



SHIFT your learning culture from
knowledge “hoarders” to “brokers.”



MASTER evidence-based tools for
effective teaming, collaboration
and communication/feedback.



REMOVE information bottlenecks that
impede sales and growth.



CREATE high-trust relationships
between team members

IMPACT

LEARNING TOGETHER IN REAL TIME.

LOG ON

Feature-rich, easy to use platform (Zoom)

ENGAGE

Real-time polling, breakout exercises and live Q&A

PRACTICE Take-home resources keep you sharp

ABOUT JOE
As the managing director of Semaca Partners, Joe Hirsch helps
leaders apply behavioral science to improve the way they
listen, lead and learn. He’s a TEDx and keynote speaker, a
columnist for Inc., and the author of "The Feedback Fix,"
which has been praised by Fortune 500 executives, NFL
coaches and educational reformers for its forward-looking
view of human performance. Joe's work and research has been
featured in Forbes, Harvard Business Review, CNBC,
Educational Leadership and other major outlets.
When he’s not helping others communicate with impact, he’s
probably doing something outside with his wife and four boys.

LET’S LEARN…TOGETHER.
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